Airfreight Overview

Flights dispatched: 189
Destinations reached: 72
m³ dispatched: 7,284
m³ booked: 95
m³ in pipeline: 565
Partners served: 25
kg dispatched: 1,449,995
kg booked: 20,503
kg in pipeline: 113,991

All cargo dispatched by air, road and ocean (including second-leg transportation)

Volume (CBM) | Weight (kg)
--- | ---
Ocean: 2,281 | 391,396
Land: 1,594 | 240,470
Air: 7,974 | 1,587,715
Total: 11,849 | 2,219,580

CBM dispatched per week and cumulative (air)

Partner Testimonial

“It immensely helped our organization, AGBU, to deliver covid-related aid to Armenia, a country which is highly affected by the pandemic. The cargo shipment was arranged in a rapid and very efficient manner, thanks to a dedicated and professional team of WFP, Liege Hub and JAS. It supported our organization to reach out to more vulnerable groups, hit by this pandemic, such as refugees and people living below poverty line. Thank you very much WFP team for your professional work!!” - Maria Simonyan AGBU Europe